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Aren’t newsletters strange? I mean....once a year we get
this listing of all the activities of folks we haven’t seen
for years. Aunt Jane is still knitting life-sized cats after
all these years; a cousin named Phillipa has named her
triplets after planets and an uncle on your Dad’s side has
decided to move to France to teach fast-food cooking.
The most sophisticated among us make fun of holiday newsletters but, deep inside, we are delighted to be included.
This is such a newsletter: in its pages you will be able to
read about our teaching, our scholarship, our travels and
about some part of the myriads of things we do. You’ll be
amazed at who is still teaching what, who has invented
which new course and who has gone to what conference.
We are still here and still teaching and for us -- and we
hope, for you -- we take comfort in that. We keep changing
and we try to keep the best of what we have done.
We imagine you, reading this, saying: “Oh, my gosh! Is he
still around? Is she still teaching that course? What’s this
about technology in a Literature class?
The heart of Shakespearean comedy is to integrate those
who are on the outside back into the community within.
That integration is accomplished through knowledge. Consider this as our poor attempt to bring you back into the
LITT community. It’s our way of saying: Welcome Home!
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What We Are Doing
As usual, we are all busy with our classes, scholarship and other
activities. Here are some comments from LITT faculty:

Lisa Honaker
This fall Lisa
Honaker applied
for and received
promotion to Associate Professor, effective
September 1,
2006. She is
currently writing an article on
Canadian writer
Susan Swan. After completing
that project, she
will return to a
revision of an
essay she has
had in the works
for some time on
Robert Louis
Stevenson’s Dr.
Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde. She also plans to draft a proposal for an edition of Stevenson’s neglected novel Prince Otto: A Romance for the Broadview
Press. She would also like to write something on her new obsession,
Buffy the Vampire Slayer, in the coming year. On the teaching
front, her fall Detective Fiction class completed another successful online novel The Cape May Murders (Read it at
http://caxton.stockton.edu/detectivefiction/.)
Currently Honaker is teaching a senior seminar on Dickens, where
she’s planning another project “What the Dickens!,” modeled on the
Ulysses for Dummies project
http://www.bway.net/~hunger/ulysses.html
her Modern British Novel students enjoyed looking at during their
trek through Joyce’s opus last fall. She continues to run the Visiting Writers Series and the Odyssey Project, for which she will attend a conference this June in Snowbird, Utah.
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Deborah Gussman
Deborah Gussman is enjoying her second year as Literature program
coordinator. She co-organized and participated in the Antebellum
American Women Writers and the City Symposium, which was sponsored by the Catharine Maria Sedgwick Society, and held at Fordham
University in September; you can read about it here:
http://www.salemstate.edu/imc/sedgwick/prog.html
She is working on getting Sedgwick's final novel, "Married or Single," back in print.

Tom Kinsella
Tom Kinsella has been hard at work creating podcasts and a few
screen casts. Ken keeps asking, "Don't you have more to say?" and of
course, Kinsella does. You can hear podcasts from his Medieval Ireland course here:
http://caxton.stockton.edu/irelandpodcasts/.
You can see the screencasts for his English Language and Grammar
class here (if you have a fast connection to the web):
http://caxton.stockton.edu/ELG/stories/storyReader$20.
Tom just gave a talk at Penn on "Philadelphia Bookbinding: craft to
industry." He delivered another paper in late March in honor of his
recently deceased graduate school advisor, Paul J. Korshin. He is
proud to have been asked and will be talking on edition binding in
colonial America. Life is busy, but Tom keeps plugging along.

Kristin Jacobson
Kristin Jacobson has attended or will be attending several conferences on the east and west coasts:
“Anxious Male Domesticity: Gender Troubled Corrections.” Modern
Language Association. Washington, D.C., December 2005.
“Renovating The American Woman's Home: The Discourses of Technology and Home in Extreme Makeover: Home Edition.” Mid-Atlantic
Popular Culture Association. New Brunswick, NJ, November 2005.
"Domestic Geographies: Beyond the Separate Spheres of American
Domestic Fiction" American Literature Association. San Francisco,
CA, May 2006.
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These three conferences are all related
to my research in
contemporary American domestic fiction
and culture.
I attended the Philadelphia Area Educational Technology
Conference, "Teaching the Millenials,"
at Haverford College
in February with several other LITT and
COMM Stockton professors.
My article, “This is
Not a Chick Book!:
American Masculinity
and Jonathan Franzen's Gender Troubled Corrections,” is
currently under review. I am working on
a book project from
which this essay is
part, *Domestic Geographies: Neodomestic American Fiction*.

This has been a year of
firsts for me: I'm busy with new students and many new classes. This
term I am really enjoying my class "Contemporary American Fiction." I
have found the connections students are making between the "real"
and "fictional" worlds very powerful. (This class is focused on contemporary American fiction that engages America's colonial history.)
We are looking forward to a special class visit from Visiting Writing
Tony D'Souza in April. A former college classmate of mine, D'Souza's
first novel *Whiteman* is coming out in April from Harcourt. I'm also
guiding new LITT students through their first core literature class,
"Literary Methodologies." You can check out my "Lit Meth" weblog and
link to the student blogs:
http://caxton.stockton.edu/litmethjacobson/.

Nathan Long
Nathan Long joined the LITT Program faculty this fall of 2005 after
teaching at Virginia Union University for the five years. Over the summer
of 2005, he taught at the VA Summer Governor’s School for Humanities
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and Performing Arts and wrote during a six-week residency at the Ucross
Foundation Ranch near Buffalo, WY.
With the help of the program, he has redesigned the creative writing
track, introducing two new courses, Intro to Creative Writing, which is
open to majors and non majors alike, and Poetic Forms. He and new faculty member Kristin Jacobson are co-designing a G course, The Body Across
Disciplines, which will involve movement exercises and research projects
in an attempt to understand the body from many perspectives.
With the help of a Junior Faculty Grant, Long presented on “The Future
of Gay and Lesbian Literature” at the James River Festival of the Book, and
chaired a panel of teacher-artists discussing the effects of taking on the
homework that they assign, at the Southern Humanities Conference in
Ashville, NC.
Long has a chapbook of stories currently being published by Popular Ink
Press. He also has two stories forthcoming in the Tusculum Review, and
three short stories accepted by on-line journals: “In China” at Dispatch
(http://litdispatch.net/one/index.html), “Billy Tipton Day” at Lodestar
Quarterly (http://www.lodestarquarterly.com/), and “Jealousy” at Fringe
Magazine (http://www.fringemagazine.org/). Fringe will also be printing
“Jealousy” as a broadside to distribute at the Associated Writing Programs
conference in Austin, TX in March.
Long is currently working on a collection of short stories and has applied
for residencies this summer in Maine and Wyoming to complete the book.
He continues to participate on the board of The Southern Humanities
Council and inter alia, international academic journal on queer studies.

Scott Rettberg
This March, Scott Rettberg gave guest lectures and presentations at the
Maryland Institute for Technology in the Humanities, the University of
Bergen, and Brown University's E-Fest.
He is guest-editing an issue of the Iowa Review Web focused on reconfiguring place and space in new media writing, due out in May, and along with
Nick Montfort, Kate Hayles, and Stephanie Strickland ,editing the Electronic Literature Collection, a Creative-Commons licensed CD-ROM and
web project which will freely distribute more than sixty selected works
of electronic literature, to be published this fall by the Electronic Literature Organization. Scott serves on the executive committee of the
board of directors of the ELO as Treasurer.
Along with Jill Walker, Scott is coauthoring a chapter on teaching narrative in new media for a forthcoming book, “Options for Teaching Narrative
Theory”, to be published by the MLA next year. Scott will be presenting at
next year's MLA convention in Philadelphia on a panel titled "Electronic
Literature and Textual Scholarship."
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Scott will be on leave next year at the University of Bergen in Norway,
where he will spend a year as visiting Associate Professor of Humanistic
Informatics.
Scott recently completed his annual pilgrimage, flying into Chicago for
one day in order to enjoy a Cubs' game in the friendly confines of Wrigley
Field.

The Bash
We anticipate that this year’s Bash will be even better than before. It will
be held on the 21st of April in the TRLC at 4:30. Field Marshall Honaker
has ecstatic plans for food to out-do her achievements of last year. As
usual, we will honor our creative writers, our essay writers and the best
blog. Please come because the best thing of all is that we will meet many
of you and hear about your lives and experiences! Also, we will NOT have
moose cookies.

One Of You
You probably have no idea how delighted we are when we hear from you; we
are like grandparents handing pictures of grandchildren around to visitors. We share your email, your anecdotes, your pictures and, most exciting of all, your achievements.
In that spirit, we asked a recent graduate teaching in a Charter School to
share her current experiences with us. Her name is Michelle Wendt and
here is her story.
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Reaching Struggling Students through Blogging
Last August, I found out I would be teaching all subjects to a seventhgrade class at Galloway Community Charter School. I had a number of
conflicting emotions; on the one hand, I was thrilled that I had gotten a
job in time for the school year to begin. On the other, I was terrified, because I was a first-year teacher, a literature major, and decidedly not a
science or math major. Without all those “extra” G courses I would never
have had suitable experience to tackle the various subjects that I teach
today. Once I got over my initial dismay at having to teach Pythagoras and
cell theory, I realized I also had the opportunity to teach literature to a
group of students who were not first-graders. (I had planned on being an
early elementary teacher.)
I started to get extremely excited and instantly sent out e-mails to
Professor Tompkins asking him for weblog space for my classroom, and especially for my students. I thought that my students should be able to
begin blogging right away, and then I found out what every new teacher
finds out; every one of my students had a different level of reading, writing and technical ability. You may have noticed some of my student’s weblogs on Stockton's mostreadsites, and wondered at the misspellings and
the terrible grammar of these people. These students belong to me and I
am proud of every single one of them.
At first, they wondered why I was making them type everything they
had written into the school server. Most of my students do not have computers at home and are used to handwriting all their reports. I had told
them about blogging and I had a blog for our classroom. We started the
last day before Christmas vacation, posting their content on their very
own blogs. They are now so thrilled to have them. I have students that
cannot spell, students with basic decoding problems, and others that read
on college-level. They are each making their presence felt on their blogs.
For at least two of my most challenged students, the blogs have become a reward, a place to be proud of their work and a way to share with
their peers and family members. I am so grateful to have this chance for
an educational breakthrough. I am finally getting all the homework back;
I just read it online. You can find their work under
http://caxton.stockton.edu/lonyelle
and
http://caxton.stockton.edu/niki .
Look for their “Zeely” links and you will find examples of close reading.
Ignore the mistakes please. Other students are able to understand the
concept of close reading on a different level; you can look at
http://caxton.stockton.edu/wesley
or
http://caxton.stockton.edu/ronald
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for other perspectives on the same story.
A few students are just learning about the news feature and I am
encouraging the students to blog every day as a way of fulfilling their
Daily Journal homework assignments. I even have one student who is
bravely posting her own poetry. Other students, with less internet access, are making slower progress, but I will have all the students going
back and editing their mistakes before the end of the year as an assignment. They are encouraged to post comments on each other’s sites and
that has been the most challenging feature of blogging. They still make
inappropriate comments that I periodically delete.
As an educator and a Stockton Alumni, I have found that the continuing support from my professors at Stockton has been wonderful, and I
utilize what I have learned from every one of my literature courses (and
G’s) on a daily basis. Blogging may not be a new concept, but it allows me
another opportunity to connect with parents and keep in constant touch
with my students. They are able to access many of their assignments
through our class blog:
http://caxton.stockton.edu/mrswendt.
The caxton sites have given me a new device to reach students, a innovative tool for my teacher’s tool belt, and a successful method to inspire struggling students. My students are also proud that they are part
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of a blogging community; they are always looking at the other Stockton
Blogs.

Stephen Gnojewski
Stephen Gnojewski has joined the LITT faculty as an adjunct teaching
Writing for Stage and Screen. We are pleased that he has agreed to drive
from Rutgers to Stockton twice a week to teach here. Here is what he
wrote about his experience this year.
Having recently received my MFA in playwriting from Rutgers University’s
Mason Gross School of the Arts, I consider it an honor and a privilege to
join the Arts and Humanities faculty at the Richard Stockton College of
New Jersey. As the instructor of the Writing for Stage and Screen, I am
thrilled to introduce, to such a creative and receptive group of students,
the necessary skills and strategies of successful storytelling.
In addition to teaching at Stockton, I am also serving as the Literary Associate of George Street Playhouse, a professional regional theater in New
Brunswick, New Jersey. As part of the artistic staff, I am organizing the
Theater’s 2006 Next Stage Festival, which will feature readings of three
new works by some of the nation’s most talented and respected playwrights, including—I am happy to report—my mentor and Head of the
Playwriting Program at Rutgers, Lee Blessing. I am sincerely thankful to
be a part of the creative community at Stockton, and view this experience
as both an opportunity to grow as a writer and to hopefully impart my passion for theater and film.

What We Are Reading
While our teaching and research takes up most of our time, we do -- somewhat guiltily -- steal a few minutes during the week for simple, pleasurable reading.
When Lisa Honaker is not reading Dickens, Swan, or Stevenson, she’s almost always reading something else. She recently finished the notorious
A Million Little Pieces (she had her suspicions from the get-go; ask Debby
Gussman) and has just started Herman Wouk’s Inside/Outside. She also
reads Vanity Fair and Entertainment Weekly and a number of blogs to keep
up with politics and the more superficial but nonetheless fascinating aspects of this modern world we live in. Catch her blogroll at
http://caxton.stockton.edu/blueskies/.
Kristin Jacobson is looking forward to reading Arlene Blum's *Breaking
Tail: A Climbing Life* (2005) and Jennifer Jordan's *Savage Summit: The
Life and Death of the First Women of K2* (2005). I love to read adventure
tales, especially about mountaineering. This term in my general studies
course about American popular and folk culture we are reading Jon
Krakauer's *Into the Wild,* another lively read that is sure to spark de-
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bate about personal and community responsibility. If you have never picked
up one of these armchair adventure tales, I would suggest starting with
Krakauer's *Into Thin Air.* I hope to teach a class on adventure stories in
the near future (so much for being "non-scholarly").
Deb Gussman says: I've just started reading "The Golden Compass" by Philip
Pullman with my son--we are both enjoying it though we don't really understand what an "alethiometer" does yet! I'm also reading Mark Epstein's
"Thoughts Without a Thinker"--an exploration of the intersections between
Buddhism and psychotherapy--very eye-opening for me.
Just for fun, Tom Kinsella is currently reading “The Confession of Saint
Patrick”.
Ken Tompkins just finished the five “Thursday Next” novels of Jasper
Fforde who is a quirky writer featuring all sorts of literary characters
in his plots. Highly recommended for LITT majors. He also recently read
Stephen Greenblatt’s “Will in the World: How Shakespeare Became Shakespeare”, James Shapiro’s “A Year In The Life of Shakespeare: 1599” and Peter Ackroyd’s “Shakespeare: A biography”.

Here is a list of LITT’s most recent graduates -- Fall, 2005
We are Very Proud of your achievement!
Shalini Basu

Lisa Donato

Jennifer Meister

Shawna Beals

Sean Donley

Susan Morrison

Darcy Brandt

Douglas Estrada

Olivia Petetti

Jill Britton

Amy Furman

Alexis Plotkin

Susan Brosman

Brooke Garofalo

Jamey Roberts

Cassandra Bunje

Robert Geise

Jennifer Russoman

Lillian Camano

Carlene Graham

Angela Santoriello

Christine Carleton

Allison Harris

Sara Schudde

Matthew Conover

Louis Harvey, Jr.

Lauren Shauger

Michael Delelio

Christine LaFemina

Anastasiya Stoyneva

Kimberly Davis

Patrice Leatherberry

Louisa Vain

Michael Della Franco

Laura Linton

Abigayle Winter

Erika Di Renzo

Adam McGinnis

Michele Yacovino
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There You Have It
As they used to say on the radio: “That’s all there is from here, folks”. As
you can see, the LITT Program is vital, savvy and changing. We are, if anything even more deeply involved with teaching and with the texts that
baffle us and hold us in awe.
We hope that your lives are as filled with work, with sharing, with love
and living as ours are.
Tell us what you are doing, where you are and what’s important to you
now.
As Bob and Ray used to say: “Write if you get work and hang by your
thumbs”
(kt)
[The pictures were taken by Tom Kinsella and Lisa Donato]

